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Accustomed as I am to such things I could not avoid _____________
somewhat nervous at this wonderful transformation.
1.

(feel)

These days were so pleasant to me that I avoided _____________ what
was to be the outcome of them.
2.

(think)

The horse made a violent struggle to avoid _____________.3. (go over)

I say, Catherine, would you mind _____________ the desk for a few
minutes?
4.

(take)

She could go her way as she chose, in spite of the efforts of our wooden
vessels, unless some accident occurred to her which should prevent her
_____________.

5.

(steam)

He spent it _____________ about the farm and the old haunts of wood and
stream.
6.

(wander)

She was twenty minutes late, and I recall _____________ if she was in
sight yet, and his reply that she had just whistled.
7.

(ask)

Had we not kept on _____________ and _____________ to direct them,
they would have wandered away and been buried.
8.

(call) (shout)

It was a dangerous advance for Peter; he felt his heart strangely moved by
the sleeping child, and he could not avoid _____________ him as he gave
him back to his mother.

9.

(kiss)

She kept on _____________ for some time, and then she reached out for
her stockings.
10.

(laugh)

However, as my troubles on that subject were never like to wear to an
end, I could no longer resist _____________ you that I am extremely vexed
about it.

11.

(tell)

I have tested the principle of giving room to prevent _____________, a
little further.
12.

(swarm)
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He imagined _____________ into them, becoming part of them, as he
had so often done-and for the first time in his life the thought failed to excite
him.

13.

(flow)

I mean that you are not to avoid _____________ at it, but just throw
yourself back to the condition of mind you were in at nine twenty-five this
morning.

14.

(look)

It becomes important, therefore, that each individual know the signs and
symptoms which suggest _____________ consumption.
15.

(begin)

It meant extra work for her, but if only she could keep on _____________
she would not mind that.
16.

(sell)

Jean kept on _____________, as though she wished to drown the sound.17.
(talk)

Old pains keep on _____________ at your heart, old desires, old
deceptions, old dreams, assailing you in the dead stillness of your present
where nothing moves except the irrecoverable minutes of your life.

18.

(gnaw)

As for himself, without giving way, or disquieting himself farther as to what
was passing in his rear, he kept on _____________ at the head of his thirty
men, and maintained himself until night at the Wilna gate.

19.

(fight)

I even had to give up _____________ the head, which was a fine large
specimen.
20.

(take)
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